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Dear Committee
This submission is made by the Queensland IGA State Board Qld , “the IGA Board”.
The IGA Board is a representative group that seeks to grow the success of IGA retailers in
Queensland. I am the Chairman of the IGA Board and with my family own large format IGA
supermarkets in the Gold Coast, Gatton, Stanthorpe and Warwick.
There are over 350 IGA supermarkets in Queensland. Most IGA supermarket businesses are
family owned and run, and all are large employers in their communities.    
The Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990, “the Act”, doesn’t clearly state why such regulation
should exist. IGA retailers believe one of the Act’s unstated objectives is to ensure communities
retain choice and competition in their local retail centres, in the face of the increased level of
monopolisation in retail since the 1970’s. Initially trading hour regulation was focussed on
protecting family friendly working hours and to a lesser degree religious holidays. As the
economy changed, retail hours were expanded to meet the communities desire for greater
shopping hours. The call for the deregulation of trading hours was driven by large format chain
retailers, who used greater shopping hours as a tool to grow their market share. In 1980, the
major chain markets shares combined was less than 40% in Queensland, whereas they now
exceed 70% combined, and have since 2000. As the major chains have grown, retail centres
have lost retailer diversity and the choices more retailers provide. Consumers have seen a
significant reduction in the number of greengrocers, butchers, newsagents and specialty deli
retailers in the last 25 years. That loss of diversity leads to a consequential loss of competition
which hurts all consumers.
The monopolisation of the food retail sector in Queensland by the chains has been accompanied
by their monopolisation of the off premise alcohol retail sector, which Queensland liquor laws
made possible (the 3 bottle shop rule attached to Hotels, excludes what is common place in
most of Australia, namely liquor licenses in supermarkets). A consideration of trading hours
needs to consider that chain supermarkets already have a significant advantage over other
competitors, having a co-branded liquor store usually adjoining their supermarket businesses. I
note Woolworths has sold down its interest in its Liquor business, but still maintains a 15% share
of the newly listed Endeavour Group.     
EMPLOYMENT
IGA supermarket are a major competitor to the major chains. Most IGA supermarkets are in
close proximity to one or more major chain supermarkets. The IGA business model has a focus
on service, which is used to differentiate the IGA retail offer from competitors.   IGA retailers
have found a focus on service which necessitates greater employment, has proved a key factor in
successively competing with the chains.
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In the supermarket industry, employment is expressed as a percentage of turnover. IGA
supermarkets typically employ staff at the rate of between 10-12%. The chains don’t divulge
their rate of employment, but industry intelligence estimates the major chains employ at the
rate of less than 6.25% of turnover (Aldi is reputed to employ at the rate of less than 5% of
turnover). Some of Coles’ annual returns whilst not expressing an employment metric, do state
total employment and turnover for the group, which is consistent with a rate of sub 6.25% of
turnover. Our industry intelligence is gained in large part by the employment of ex-chain staff in
IGA supermarkets, which is a common practice. If there be any doubt that the chains are not
reducing overall employment levels in store, the IGA Board invites the Committee to inspect any
newly opened Woolworths which have half self-serve checkouts, and rarely manned served
checkouts.
During the last decade, the major chains have sort to reduce the amount spent on wages by the
using automation and just in time practices. The industry expects the chains will continue to
reduce their level of employment, as they seek to maximise profits.  
Attached to this submission is a Report called THE EFFECTS OF DEREGULATING RETAIL TRADING
HOURS IN QUEENSLAND, written by Professor Fabrizio Carmignani, who is now the Head of the
School of Economics at Griffith University (“the Carmignani Report”). The Carmignani Report
was commissioned by the IGA Board to examine independently the negative impacts that flow
from deregulation of trading hours. The Carmignani Report was submitted to the last enquiry
into Trading Hours in 2016. The Carmignani Report is a statistical data driven analysis, designed
to determined what are the impacts on employment and economic contribution, from trading
hour deregulated. The Carmignani Report breaks Queensland into 40 statistical areas and then
assesses the long term impacts of trading hour deregulation where turnover drops in
independent food retailers (as opposed to just IGA supermarkets) by 10%. The key finding of the
Carmignani Report is that trading hour deregulation causes job losses and loss of economic
contribution in communities. The report predicted jobs would be lost at the rate of 8.2 per in
each statistical area if turnover dropped by 10% in independent food retailers businesses.
The IGA Board has approached Professor Carmignani to undertake a second report to determine
the actual impacts on employment caused by the deregulation of trading hours in 2017.  
Professor Carmignani has confirmed he is unable to undertake this work until the most recent
ABS Census data has been released, which is expected to be in the first quarter of 2022.  
In the absence of ABS Census data, the IGA Board can confirm to the Committee that almost all
IGA retailers in SEQ observed a statistically significant decline in turnover post deregulation of
trading hours in 2017. I will outline my own families observations in our Supa IGA stores in
Stanthorpe as an example of what happened across SEQ in the independent grocery sector, post
2017. I have picked this particular store because it is in retail landscape environment which did
not change in any other way, which might distort trading figures. By that I mean, there were no
new store openings, chain renovations, large population growth, or closeness to other large
retail centres, which might impact the trading conditions in the period after 2017. 
Post 2017,
turnover in the Stanthorpe Supa IGA dropped by 13.7% from FY 17 to FY 19, as consumers
shopped more with the major chain stores in those communities. As a result of that drop in
turnover, my family reduced employment in that store by approximately 8 FTE, to maintain
employment levels within our business metric of 11.8% of turnover. IGA Board members have
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confirmed to me that my families experience of turnover losses post 2017, were consistent with
the losses reported by most IGA retailers in SEQ post 2017. It is notable that the reduced
turnover in my families Supa IGA at Stanthorpe continued to worsen throughout 2018/19FY
despite us undertaking a small renovation in July 2018, to ensure the store remained
competitive.     
The statistics of course don’t tell the story of the pain of staff who lost hours or their jobs, for no
reason other than trading hour deregulation. The loss of employment at any time is a tragedy
for the people involved and their families.
The IGA Board is confident the overall level of employment in the retail sector post 2017 has
fallen by that predicted in the Carmignani Report, because the lived experience of IGA retailers is
incontrovertible and the major chains remain committed to reducing employment levels in their
stores.
ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION
A key concern of the Queensland Government is of course growing the Queensland economy.  
The Carmignani Report forecasts that a negative change in turnover across the independent
retail sector post deregulation of trading hours will reduce the economic contribution in those
communities across Queensland. Most IGA supermarkets are owned in Queensland by local
families, as are most independent retailers in the food sector more broadly.   Those owners like
my own family invest in Queensland, because we live here. And if local businesses lose turnover
they will investment less into their communities.     
In the absence of ABS Census data being available so Professor Carmignani can complete a study
of the actual impacts post 2017 on economic contribution, I can speak to my own observations
which have been endorsed by the IGA Board as being common place across SEQ post 2017.   In
Stanthorpe following deregulation in 2017, a butcher and a bakery and at least one cafe closed
altogether. IGA retailers reported to the IGA Board of a similar pattern of independent food
retail closures occurred throughout 2018/19 in their communities.
The independent food retail sector provides apprenticeships particularly in butchery and bakery
sectors. The chains are removing butcheries from stores. Coles announced they would close
instore butcheries last week. The failure of many independent butchers and bakers across SEQ
will cause a long term undersupply of apprenticeships in those industries, because the chains are
no longer offering such in their stores. In Stanthorpe my family continue to engage apprentices
in the Supa IGA’s butchery. The failure of big business to engage in the training of young people
in local communities, causes serious disadvantage to those communities because it drives social
dislocation as people leave to find opportunity elsewhere.  
Many people’s first job is in retail, and the independent food retail sector remains a large first
time employer of young people in their communities. The independent food retail sector
employs at a greater rate than the chains and that should be rewarded because it drives greater
economic contribution into that community.      
The independent food retail sector is a vigorous supporter of local suppliers and service
providers. IGA retailers for example almost always use local refrigeration mechanics to maintain
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cooling systems, fridges and freezers in their stores.  
The chains do not use local refrigeration
mechanics to service their refrigeration needs. The chains engage State or National refrigeration
groups, who are invariably based in major cities. This means every dollar spent on refrigeration
maintenance by the chains leaves the local communities where chain stores are located.   This
pattern of chain retailers out-sourcing service providers to city based companies drives a
significant negative economic contribution factor in non-metro communities, which the
Committee should not support in the view of the IGA Board.         
The IGA Board notes that the loss of economic benefit to local communities from the
deregulation of trading hours is not simply tied to IGA retailers, it is much broader than that,
which is made clear in the Carmignani Report. The IGA Board believes the Committee should
place greater importance on supporting local food retail employers, because they play an
important role in driving economic contribution in Queensland.   
LACK OF ANY RELIABLE STATISTICAL DATA
The IGA Board will provide to the Committee members an updated Carmignani Report when it is
complete post the release of ABS Census data next year.
RECOMMENDATIONS
In the interim, the IGA Board believes the Committee can have no confidence deregulation of
trading hours increases employment or economic contribution to local communities in
Queensland, for the reasons state above. At a minimum, the IGA Board believes the Committee
should recommend extending the current moratorium for 5 years. The IGA Board recommend
that in non-metro communities in SEQ, based on the lived experience of IGA retailers in those
communities, there is a good argument for the reintroduction of some trading hour restrictions,
so jobs and economic contribution in those communities is supported.

Frank Spano
Chairman
Queensland IGA State Board
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THE EFFECTS OF DEREGULATING RETAIL TRADING
HOURS IN QUEENSLAND

Project Leader:
Fabrizio Carmignani
Professor of Economics
Griffith Business School
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Executive Summary


Under the current system of laws and exceptions, IGA retailers operate with extended
trading hours while national chains are subject to regulated trading hours. This
difference is of key importance in terms of IGA retailers’ ability to remain
competitive in the grocery market. The purpose of this study is to understand how
deregulation would impact on IGA’s market presence and how this change in market
presence would then affect the economy of local communities in Queensland.



Two methodologies of analysis are adopted. First, an on-line questionnaire and follow
up interviews are used to collect quantitative and qualitative information on the
operational model of IGA retailers, their competitive environment, and the typology
of their customers. This information is then used to assess the likely response of
retailers to a deregulation in trading hours. This response is characterised in terms of
changes in IGA’s market presence (i.e. change in number of IGA shops operating in
the community or change in the volume of sales of IGA shops). Second, a partial
equilibrium model is estimated and simulated to determine a set of “multipliers”.
These multipliers measure the impact of changes in IGA’s market presence on
employment and value added in the retail sector and in the economy.



IGA retailers face a highly competitive environment. Approximately two-third of all
IGA stores in Queensland is located within 5km from a national chain store
(Woolworths, Aldi, or Coles). In this context, the possibility to trade when national
chains are closed is of key importance for IGA stores. Accordingly, most stores are
already opened from 6am to 9pm, with closures on 25 December, Good Friday, and
possibly half day on ANZAC day.



Respondents to the questionnaire indicate that a deregulation of trading hours would
affect their business. The few exceptions are represented by IGA stores located in
relatively remote areas where there are no national chains in the proximity. Several
IGA storeowners indicate that their profit margins are already quite small and that
they would have to consider selling their business if hours were deregulated. Most
respondents indicate that their first action following a deregulation would be to cut on
labour costs. Conversely, the option to increase trading hours further is rejected by
71% of the respondents.



Loyal customers could provide IGA stores with a buffer against increased competition
from national chains. 59% of IGA storeowners report that loyal customers generally
visit their store between 3pm and 6pm; that is, at a time when national chains are
already open. There is however a proportion of approximately 30% IGA stores
indicating that they receive visits from their loyal customers before 9am or after 6pm.
Moreover, while the convenience of shop location is the primary factor driving
loyalty, flexible trading hours are important in determining the behaviour of
customers. Hence, part of the loyal customers might be lost once the trading hours of
national chains are deregulated.



For the purpose of the multiplier analysis, Queensland is divided in 80 statistical areas
(i.e. local communities). On average, a community consists of 40,000 individuals and
includes four IGA stores and seven national chain stores. Taking this average
3
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1. Introduction
Three different trading hours regimes exist under the current legislation of Queensland.
Exempt shops may trade 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days of the year, including all
public holidays. Independent retail shops can open any time, including most public holidays;
however, they must remain closed on Good Friday and 25 December each year and until 1pm
on 25 April (Anzac Day). Non-exempt shops may open from 8:00am to 9:00pm Monday to
Friday and from 8:00am to 5:00pm on Saturday, with extended hours on Sundays and public
holidays in certain areas.1
This legislation implies that in the grocery sector, IGA retailers operate with extended trading
hours while national chain shops (e.g. Aldi, Coles, and Woolworths) are subject to regulated
trading hours. In fact, the specific provisions concerning extended trading hours for nonexempt shops have resulted in a multitude of zones where different rules apply. The
complexity of these arrangements has then prompted a debate on the opportunity to
deregulate trading hours.
In September 2014, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry Queensland (CCIQ) noted that
“The highly prescriptive and inconsistent nature of the current framework unfairly
disadvantages those small businesses that the regulation seeks to protect. It is adding to the
compliance and operational costs of small retail businesses at a time when competitive
pressures are more acute. Accordingly, there is opportunity to improve the current regulation
of trading hours to better accommodate the interests of small businesses” . 2
To inform the review process, CCIQ undertook a survey to ask Queensland businesses for
their views on the trading hour issues. The survey showed that while 57% of respondents
statewide generally support deregulation of trading hours, only 42% of small businesses (i.e.
businesses employing less than 20 people) directly involved in the retail sector are in favour
of it. The argument for deregulation builds on increased opportunities for sales and greater
flexibility to respond to consumer needs. Conversely, the opposing view is based on the
concern that deregulation would lead to market dominance of the major chain retailers at the
expense of the independent retailers.
In October 2015, the National Retail Association (NRA) submitted an application to the
Queensland Industrial Relations Commission to harmonise retail hours in South-East
Queensland. This application required stores to be allowed to open from 7:00am to 9:00pm
from Monday to Saturday across South-East Queensland with the exception of Brisbane City,
the Gold Coast entertainment precinct and the Fortitude Valley and Hamilton north shore.
This application was opposed by Master Grocers Australia (MGA) on behalf of independent
retailers. In fact, already in November 2014, as part of its response to the Harper Competition
1

The relevant legislation draws on the Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990, supported by the Trading
(Allowable Hours) Regulation 2004. Exempt shops are listed in the Act and are not required to limit the
number of staff they employ. Independent retail shops are (i) run by an individual, partnership or a proprietary
company (but not a public company or related corporation) and (ii) have limited number of employees (no
more than 20 including the owner at any point in time). Non-exempt shops are all the shops other than
exempt and independent retail shops.
2

The report is available at https://www.cciq.com.au/assets/Documents/Advocacy/Blueprints/Shop-tradinghours-print-final120914.pdf and the quote is taken from page 2.
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Policy Review Draft Report3 , IGA had noted that the proliferation of areas with different
trading zones is the consequence of the many applications submitted by NRA.
In this debate, the identification of suitable options is complicated by the lack of evidence of
the potential effects of deregulation. In fact, while the academic and policy literature on the
costs and benefits of deregulation is quite voluminous, there is little understanding of how a
change in Queensland legislation might affect the local economy. The purpose of this report
is to provide evidence of these local economy effects. More specifically, the report addresses
two questions:
1. What is the competitive environment of IGA retailers in Queensland and how are IGA
retailers likely to respond to the deregulation of trading hours?
2. How do changes in IGA’s market presence affect local economies?
The evidence collected from a survey of IGA storeowners and follow up interviews suggest
that deregulation is expected to result in a reduced volume of business for IGA stores, which
in turn would trigger cuts to labour costs and, possibly, the decision to terminate store
operations. A quantitative analysis of multiplier effects across the various sectors of the
economy then shows that a decrease in IGA’s market presence (as measured by reduced
number of shops and/or reduced volume of sales) would have significantly negative effects
on employment and value added in the retail sector and in the economy overall. In fact, these
negative effects are quantitatively larger than the corresponding effects resulting from a
decrease in the market presence of national chains.
The rest of this report is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a brief survey of the
literature on the effects of deregulating trading hours. Section 3 addresses the first of the two
questions. After discussing the design and implementation of the survey and interviews, the
section summarises the key findings around three key areas: (i) IGA store’s operational
model, (ii) competitive environment and deregulation of trading hours, and (iii)
characterization of loyal customers. The second question is considered in Section 4. The
methodology for the estimation of multipliers is first introduced and then results are
presented. Section 5 concludes.

3

Available at http://competitionpolicyreview.gov.au/files/2014/11/IGA Queensland.pdf
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2. An overview of previous work on the deregulation of retail trading hours
Deregulation and the impact on small/independent retailers
The economic impact of deregulation of retail trading hours is the object of a voluminous
body of analytical work. Early contributions by Nooteboom (1983) and Morrison and
Newman (1983) suggest that lifting trading hour restrictions favours larger shops at the
expense of smaller shops. Two mechanisms appear to be most relevant in this regard. First,
the cost of a good to a consumer consists of two parts: one is the price at which the good is
sold, the other is the opportunity cost of time spent to purchase the good (so-called, accessing
cost). Smaller shops tend to have higher prices and lower accessing costs. When hours are
deregulated, accessing costs decline for all shops and become a smaller part of the total cost
of a good. As a result, smaller shops lose their critical comparative advantage to bigger shops.
This then translates into a loss of customers and trade for small shops.
Second, when opening hours increase, then the break-even size of a store (i.e. the size where
the profit of the store turns positive) also increases. The number of smaller shops present on
the market therefore declines and sales are appropriated by bigger shops. Wenzel (2010 and
2011) generalizes this argument by suggesting that the impact of deregulation depends on the
difference in the level of operating costs between large shops (or retail chains) and small
shops (or independent retailers). If this difference is large, because retail chains have greater
buyer power, better organizational efficiency, and exploit economies of scale, then
independent retailers cannot match longer trading hours. The deregulation of trading hours
then leads to a loss in demand and decrease in profits of independent retailers. But if instead,
the difference in operating costs is not large, then deregulation does not necessarily
disadvantage independent retailers.
Deregulation and prices
At the community level, the effects of deregulation would depend on the response of prices
and employment. Tanguy et al. (1995) stress that if deregulation causes a reduction in the
number of smaller shops and/or in their market share, then the increased market power of
larger shops would result in a monopolistic or oligopolistic equilibrium characterised by
higher prices. Kay and Morris (1987) and Inderst and Irmen (2005) also note that trading
hours deregulation in a competitive market would induce operation at time when costs are
high (e.g. night, holidays). To some extent, this increase in costs would be passed on to
consumer and thus cause consumer prices to increase relative to a situation where hours are
regulated. This inflationary effect of deregulation would be strengthened if shoppers decided
to purchase more goods just because they now have more time to shop (see, for instance,
Flores and Wenzel, 2016 and Jacobsen and Kooreman, 2005). Shy and Stenbacka (2008)
provide a theoretical formalization of how deregulation increases prices in an economy where
shops compete on both prices and hours.
The empirical evidence, however, is not unanimous (see Reddy, 2012). In fact, under some
circumstances, deregulation could reduce prices. For instance Clemenz (1990) suggests that
with deregulation, shoppers have better opportunities to search for the cheapest shop. This in
turn pushes all shops to become more efficient (and inefficient shops are driven out of the
market), resulting in lower prices overall. Similarly, deregulation can reduce the travel costs
of shoppers (De Meza, 1984) and/or the opportunity cost of shopping (Bode et al. 1987 and
Gradus 1996). In both cases, the net effect would be a decrease in prices.
7
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Deregulation and employment
At the most basic level, one would be tempted to argue that longer trading hours require
shops to hire more labour. Therefore, deregulation should lead to an increase in employment.
But the argument is complicated by the fact that, as just discussed, deregulation also affects
the structure of the retail market. One the one hand, the shops that benefit from deregulation
would effectively need more hours of labour. On the other hand, the shops that lose business
would most likely cut labour costs. The net impact on employment then depends on which of
these two effects prevail. This cannot be really established theoretically, but only empirically.
Analysis based on US data seems to suggest that Sunday trading restrictions reduce
employment in the trading sector (Good, 2004; Burda and Weil, 2005). Conversely, Canadian
data indicate that Sunday shopping deregulation has had only modest employment effects
(Skuterud, 2005). Price (2005) notices that shops respond to longer opening hours by rearranging the shifts of their existing pool of employees (eventually increasing their hours)
rather than by recruiting new workers. This ultimately explains why extended trading hours
do not lead to a significant increase in employment
In fact, other dynamics might also come into play. The retail sector, where employment is
initially going to change (one way or another), is linked to the other sectors of the economy.
Hence, a variation in the pace of activity in the retail sector (i.e. increase or decrease in total
sales, increase or decrease in employment) is transmitted to the rest of the economy. The sign
and size of this “multiplier” effect is what in the end determines the overall response of
employment to deregulation. The estimation of multipliers is the objective of Section 4 of this
paper.
Deregulation in Australia
Australia has attracted some attention as a case-study in trading hours deregulation. An early
study by Marketshare (1984) reports that the number of small businesses increased quite
noticeably between 1948 and 1991-92 despite the progressive increase in retail trading hours.
This would suggest that deregulation does not harm small business; in fact, the report was
often used to support pro-deregulation campaigns in various States in the early 1990s. Baker
(1994) highlights two main limitations of the Marketshare’s report. First, the association
between increase in the number of small shops and increase in retail trading hours does not
prove causality and, more importantly, is not necessarily indicative of what would happen if a
deregulation policy were introduced. Second, the period of observation used in the analysis
includes the recessional years of the late 1980s, when adverse economic conditions forced
people to become self-employed or to start home-based businesses that are statistically
classified as small shops. This in turn makes it more difficult to extract a meaningful trend
from the data.
Subsequent work by Baker and Marshall (1998) and Baker (2002) looks at the issue of how
deregulation in Australia could affect market structure and competition. In the specific case
of the grocery sector, the risk is that deregulation could hand greater market power to an
increasingly strong oligopoly and hence lead to further distortions of the anti-competitive
nature of the market structure. This argument implies that in a highly concentrated sector like
grocery retail, the principles of the Hilmer Report are likely to have very limited
applicability. Moreover, the emergence of large suburban shopping centres has modified
shopper’s behavioural patterns. Combined with deregulated trading hours, this significantly
8
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reduces the attractiveness of strip centres and corner shops. Baker and Wood (2010) extend
this argument noting that the deregulation of shopping hours would adversely affect the
viability and vitality of smaller communities. They cite the disappearance of shopfronts in the
main streets of regional New South Wales as an example of how retail deregulation policies
could endanger the geography and social constructs of main street localities.
The case of Queensland has been specifically considered in relation to the question of
whether deregulation leads to greater employment. Price (2005) suggest that extended trading
hours in Queensland has not resulted in higher employment, but in a reduction of full-time
and casual employees and an increase in the number of permanent part-time employees.
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3. Operational model, competition and responses to changes in trading hour legislation
To assess the competitive environment faced by IGA retailers and hence their likely
responses to a change in trading hour legislation, some qualitative and quantitative
information has been collected through (i) an on-line survey distributed to all IGA retailers in
Queensland and (ii) a series of follow-up interviews with a selected group of storeowners.
The quantitative information thus collected has also been used to inform the multiplier
analysis described in the next section.
3.1. Methodology
3.1.1. Questionnaire
The questionnaire used for the on-line survey consists of 17 questions grouped in four
sections. The first five questions relate to store details, such as location, area of activity (e.g.
supermarket, liquor store, fresh food specialty store) and channel (e.g. IGA, SUPA IGA, XPRESS IGA).
The second section focuses on the operational model of the shop. Respondents are required to
provide the following information:
-

weekly hours of operation (question 6)

-

days when the shop is closed (e.g. 25 December, ANZAC day, Good Friday)
(question 7)

-

number of paid working hours employed, number of hours worked by the shop owner,
total number of employees, volume of sales (in dollars), and total cost of the labour
employed (excluding superannuation) (question 8). All these information have to be
provided using the week of 13-19 March 2016 as the reference.4

-

a list of local service suppliers (e.g. plumber, refrigeration mechanics, cleaners, etc..)
that the shop regularly hires and the approximate cost in dollars of the services
provided to the shop in the last fiscal year (question 9). The purpose of this question is
to gather an idea of the business that IGA stores create for others in the local
community. This in turn can help assess the broader implications of a change in
IGA’s market presence in the community.

The third section is meant to investigate the competitive environment of IGA stores. In these
regards, storeowners are asked to:

4

-

indicate if there are other IGA shops, Aldi, Coles, Woolworths sales points within 1,
5, and 10 km from their shops (question 10)

-

report how much (in dollars) their shop has reinvested in community activities (such
as sponsorships and donations to schools, sporting clubs, charities, etc…) in the last
fiscal year (question 11)

This week was selected as representative of a “normal” week of operation.
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-

provide information on how they would respond to a change in legislation that allows
Aldi, Coles, and Woolworths to increase their trading hours (question 12).

-

indicate which area they are most likely to cut back on when reducing cost. A list of
six areas is provided (wages, trading hours, order frequency, suppliers, investment in
community activities, other) and only one option is allowed (question 13).

-

Indicate which food groups contain products that the store sources from a local
supplier (i.e. within Queensland). Nine options are provided and respondents can
select more than one (question 14).

The fourth and final section of the questionnaire looks at the behaviour of shop’s regular
customers. The importance of regular customers lies in the fact that as customers become
more loyal, the shop becomes less exposed to the effects of changes in trading hour
legislation. In this section, storeowners are asked to provide the following information:
-

at what time of the day regular customers most frequently visit (question 15)

-

the estimated number of items that these customers purchase (question 16)

-

the motivation for their continued visitation. Seven options are provided, including
the convenience of the location, competitive prices, IGA community chest, etc..
(question 17).

The questionnaire was completely anonymous and respondent could decide not to answer
some questions, including those in section 1. However, even if questions in section 1 were
answered, shop details are not used to identify specific shops. All respondents were made
aware that their responses are anonymous. The questionnaire and the accompanying
documentation (recruitment letter and anonymity and confidentiality statements) received
ethical clearance from Griffith University
The questionnaire was made available on-line. The link was distributed to all IGA shop
owners in Queensland via the IGA network. The survey remained opened for four weeks and
reminders were sent at regular intervals to encourage as broad participation as possible. The
participation rate in the end was 68.5%.
3.1.2. Interviews
Follow-up, face-to-face interviews were then conducted with 25 shop owners through
Queensland. These shops were randomly selected taking into account geographical location
and type of activity. The sample hence included Supa IGAs, X-Press, and Cellerbrations
liquor stores. The interviews were held at the stores or at an alternate location suggested by
the owner. Owners were made aware that they would not be identified and hence that the
information they provided would be treated anonymously. The interviews were also ethically
cleared by Griffith University.
The interviews used open-ended questions to cover similar areas to those covered in the online questionnaire. This gave storeowners the opportunity to qualify their views about regular
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However, another 20% of respondents report that regular customers purchase more
than 20 items each time.
-

The most frequently reported reason for loyalty is the convenient location of the shop
(56.3% of respondents), followed by flexible trading hours (11.3%) and customer’s
support for independent businesses (11.3%). High quality customer service is also
mentioned as a reason for loyalty by 10% of the shop owners.

-

Some loyal customers (especially the elderly and smokers) visit the store every day.
Loyal customer visitation typically occurs during the week with weekend trade
commonly dominated by new customers. The majority of storeowners claims that
loyal customer visitation coincide with their peak hours of trade. Some owners
suggest that loyal customers keep sales consistent through the day with: early
mornings and nights peak times for shift workers, mid-mornings and afternoons
dominated by mothers (around school times), and mid-day dominated by tradesmen
(mainly if there is a takeaway section in the store or in the same complex). The
elderly would try to avoid peak times.

-

Most of the products that loyal customers purchase are also available at national
chains. However, the owners admit that loyal customers also purchase locally sourced
products (within Queensland). During the interviews, some storeowners remarked that
their loyal customers like to support local business and also enjoy the exclusiveness of
local products.

Respondents identify four key determinants of loyalty: convenience customer service,
convenience, product selection, and support to local business.
Convenience is offered to the customer through location, parking and flexible trading hours.
Some storeowners claim that the store location attracst loyal customers. Either customers live
close or they are attracted to the store due to surrounding shops such as a butcher or
newsagent. However, storeowners say that most customers drive to the store despite it being
in a close vicinity to their home. The store’s car park offers convenience, as customers can
park right out the front of the store. This is not as common for chain supermarkets that
usually reside in large shopping centres. Long trading hours offer customers the convenience
to shop when it suits them. This is an important offering to attract sales and establish loyalty
under the consumer perception that “IGA is always open”, as most of the stores, admitted to
being top-up stores.
Customer service is often highlighted by storeowners as a key point of difference from the
national chains. Most storeowners are also the manager of the store or at least have an instore
presence. This face-to-face relationship with customers facilitates opportunities for feedback,
complaints and requests, all of which help establish their current store operations. Many of
the storeowners know the names of their loyal customers and the products they usually
purchase. In the interviews, some storeowners shared examples of how they go above and
beyond the service found at national chains. One storeowner drove an elderly woman home
with her groceries to save her catching the bus as she had a sore knee. Another storeowner
was phoned by a lady who was interstate and asked whether the store could do up a bunch of
flowers and a small care package for her friend in hospital. As the area was rural, the lady
who required this service had very limited options. The storeowner was ready to assist and
said this is a reflection of the IGA brand.
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Product selection is a major point of differentiation offered by many of the IGA. Successful
multi-store owners in particular emphasize the importance of offering “exclusive” or
“unique” products. These are normally sourced in response to customer requests, word from
other owners, sale representatives, supplier catalogues, or the owners identifying a niche
market such as international or health foods. Having these products attracts new customers to
the store and keeps them coming back, as the products cannot be found elsewhere. Some of
these products are “exclusive” due to being locally sourced. One of storeowner suggested
that IGA plays a major role in assisting start-ups. This is because IGA stores have the ability
to give the product or range a go. Once the product grows in popularity, national chains may
choose to stock the product. An example of this is Mungalli Creek Dairy products. IGA
allowed the brand to break into the market and now their range is sold in Woolworths and
Coles.
Finally, consumer loyalty has a lot to do with IGA’s connection to the community.
Customers are drawn to IGA stores because they support local business and like local
products. They also recognise the support IGA provides for local charities, schools and
sporting clubs. This is an important element in rural and urban areas that have a tightknit
community. Conversely, in suburbs in the Brisbane area, the “local” factor is less relevant
and IGA stores choose to compete on price and customer service instead.
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4. Multiplier analysis
The purpose of the multiplier analysis is to estimate the local economic impact of changes in
the market presence of the IGA network (e.g. a change in the number of shops of in their
volume of sales).
4.1. Methodology
The analysis draws on a partial equilibrium representation of the economic system (see
Figure 4.1). In this representation, the retail sector is described in terms of number of
employed workers and number of retailers. The retail sector is then linked to the other sectors
of the economy and hence to the aggregate employment and output levels of the economy.
The unit of analysis are local communities that coincide with the Statistical Areas Level 3
(SA3s) used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics for the 2011 Census and other regional
data collection projects.5 IGA’s independent retailers are separately identified from other
larger operators such as Coles, Woolworths and Aldi.
Figure 4.1: Stylised model of employment and output linkages
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The model generates two multipliers:

5

There are 80 SAR3 areas in Queensland. These are identified on the basis of demographic and functional
criteria (see
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@ nsf/0/E7369D1FCE596315CA 257801000C64E5?opendocument)
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5. Conclusions
The IGA network has a significant impact on local economies in terms of both employment
and value added. This economic contribution, however, is a function of IGA stores’s ability
to compete with national chains, which in turn is critically dependent on trading hours. The
deregulation of trading hours, resulting in the possibility for national chains to trade longer
and over public holidays, would most likely lead to a decrease in IGA’s market presence as
measured by number of shops and/or volume of sales. This decrease would then result in
reduced employment and lower valued added to the economy. In quantitative terms, the loss
of one IGA store would cost the Queensland economy approximately $7m in value added and
up to 32 jobs. These figures account for the direct and indirect effects that IGA market
presence has on the retailer sector and other sectors across the economy.
IGA stores face a highly competitive environment, with at least one national chain shop (and
often at least another IGA shop) within 5 km if not 1 km from their location. The main way
in which IGA retailers remain competitive is extended trading hours; that is, by remaining
open when national chains are closed. Already today, the typical IGA store today is open
from 6am to 9pm every day (with very few days of closure in a year). Most IGA storeowners
indicate that they would not consider extending these hours any further even if the trading
hours of national chains were deregulated.
A deregulation of trading hours would therefore force IGA storeowners to cut costs to remain
competitive. The area that is most likely to be cut, at least in the first instance, is labour costs.
However, the personal relationship that often arises between employer and employees could
make this particularly difficult. Alternative responses (e.g. trying to rationalise supply chains,
discontinuing slow selling stocks) appear to be less favoured by IGA storeowners and
possibly less effective or practical, at least in the short term. Some storeowners explicitly
indicated that they might be forced to close their business as a result of the deregulation of
trading hours.
Part of the effect that deregulation will have also depends on whether customers stay loyal to
IGA shop owners. In the perception of IGA storeowners, regular customers are loyal
primarily because of logistical convenience (e.g. shop location, easy parking, access to other
shops like newsagent or butcher etc…). This means that they would remain loyal even if
hours were deregulated. Nevertheless some storeowners remark how extended trading hours
do play a role and help consolidate loyalty. The moment national chains were able to trade
over the same extended hours as IGA shops, this dimension of loyalty would be lost.
All in all, the evidence collected from the analysis of operational model and competitive
environment of IGA stores indicates that the deregulation of trading hours would reduce
IGA’s market presence in terms of number of shops and/or volume of sales. The quantitative
economic effects of this reduced presence are summarised below.
Given an average community of 40,000 individuals where four IGA stores operate together
with seven national chain stores9 , a 10% reduction in IGA market presence (corresponding to
a decrease in weekly sales of approximately $16,000) would result in:

9

These are the average characteristics of the 80 statistical areas in which Queensland has been subdivided for
the purpose of this analysis.
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-

A loss of 8.2 jobs in the retail sector of that community. The total loss of
employment in the community would be equivalent to 10.7 jobs

-

A decrease in the value added generated by the retail sector of the community of
almost $1.7m. The total value added loss for the economy of the community
would be in excess of $2.3m.

-

At aggregate level, the Queensland economy would lose approximately $185m in
value added.

Quantitatively, these effects are larger than corresponding effects associated with a 10%
decline in the market presence of national chains.
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